Report to the Board of Adjustment
Prepared by the Maricopa County Planning and Development Department
Case:

BA2020062 – Larry Swisher

Hearing Date:

January 21, 2021

Supervisor District:
4
____________________________________________________________________________________________
Applicant /
Property Owner:

Larry Swisher

Requests:

Variance to the development standards of the Maricopa County
Zoning Ordinance to permit:
1)

Proposed interior side setback of 5’ where 30’ is the minimum
permitted per MCZO Articles 503.4.2 and 402.2.4 and;

2)

Proposed interior side setback of 14’ where 30’ is the minimum
permitted per MCZO Article 503.4.2

Site Location:

APN 503-79-034@ 23601 N 197th Avenue – Pinnacle Peak Rd. &
196th Ave., in the Surprise area

Site Size:

1.3 acres

Current Use / Zoning:

Vacant / Rural-43

Open Violation:

No Violation on property

Citizen
Support/Opposition:

No known opposition

Findings:

☒ The requests meet the statutory test for variance approval
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Background:
1.

November 30, 2004: The subject property created as a result of a 5-way combination /
split of 2 parent parcels.

2.

April 30, 2019: According to the narrative and current deed, the current owners took
possession of the subject property.

3.

May 2, 2020: Building permit B202004469 submitted to Planning and Development for a new
single-family residence (SFR) on the subject parcel. Location of proposed SFR within 65 LDN
noise contour associated with Luke Air Force Base Auxiliary 1 facility identified by Zoning
Plans Examiner, triggering current variance request.

4.

December 11, 2020: Current variance request submitted to Planning and Development.

Reviewing Agencies Comments:
5.

Engineering (Transportation, Drainage, and Flood Control): No objection to the request,
see attached memo dated December 30, 2020.

6.

Environmental Services Department (MCESD): No objection to the request, see attached
memo dated December 28, 2020.

Existing On-Site and Surrounding Zoning/Land Use:
7.

On-site:
North:
South:
East:
West:

Rural-43 / Vacant
Rural-43 / Vacant
Rural-43 / Single-family residence
Rural-43 / Single-family residence
Rural-43 / Vacant

Site Analysis:
8.

The subject property is zoned Rural-43 and at approximately 56,865 sq. ft. and 176 ft. wide,
the property exceeds the base-zone area and width requirements (MCZO Art. 503.5). This
variance request is related to the presence of a 65 LDN noise contour line, associated
with the Luke Air Force Base (LAFB) Auxiliary 1 Airfield, which bisects the subject property
from roughly the northwest corner to the southeast corner, per the current Site Plan /
Grading and Drainage Plan (site plan). The southwestern portion of the property lies within
the 65 LDN where no residential development may be permitted (MCZO Art. 1010.6.1).
The 65 LDN contour is to be treated as a property line for applying all zoning district
requirements (MCZO Art. 402.2.4). Accordingly, the subject 65 LDN line comprises an
Interior Side with a 30 ft. required yard setback (MCZO Art. 503.4.2) where a 5 ft. setback
is requested. The north property line is also an Interior Side with a 30 ft. required setback
where a 14 ft. setback is requested.

9.

Considering the location of the 65 LDN line and the other setbacks required under
MCZO Art. 503.4, Staff finds that the proposed residence could not fit on the property
without a variance for at least one required yard setback. The Applicant wishes to place
the SFR as far west on the subject property as possible to minimize impacts to neighboring
properties and the 100-year floodplain. Thus, the two subject variances to the required,
30 ft. Interior Side setbacks associated with the 65 LDN line and the north property line are
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requested. While Staff acknowledges that the proposed residence could, perhaps, be
redesigned to fit within the existing building envelope, it appears that the associated
benefits to the community are relatively minor compared to the burdens the applicant
would bear in order to achieve that potential design outcome.
10.

Most of the property is within 100-year floodplain, including the proposed location of the
new single-family residence (SFR); however, County Environmental and Engineering have
no objections to the variance requests. Regarding building permit B202004469 (for the
proposed SFR) County Engineering stated that the entire residence, including the garage
and ground-mounted A/C unit, must be elevated to at least two feet above the base
flood elevation. County Environmental noted several issues to be addressed with revised
plans and requested additional information regarding the septic system, but raised no
major objections. These are construction-related issues that can be resolved without
additional entitlement. Accordingly, the floodplain and septic system issues are not
subject to this variance request.
2020 Aerial Photograph of Subject Property & Surrounding Properties

11.

According to the site plan, the subject property is relatively flat with approximately 1.5 ft.
of elevation change from west to east. A 100-year floodplain covers most of the property,
except the western portion. The 65 LDN contour line bisects the Rural-43 designated
property, as shown below.
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Rural-43 Zoning and 65 LDN Noise Contour

12.

The applicant proposes to place the new SFR within the required, 30 ft. Interior Side
setbacks associated with the north property line and the 65 LDN contour line (i.e. the
heavy, solid line running diagonally from roughly northwest to southeast, below).
Excerpt of Current Site Plan
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13.

The following table is included to illustrate and contrast the standards for the underlying
zoning district with those proposed by the owner (Note: changes to proposed standards
are indicated in bold).
Standard
Front Yard Setback
Rear Yard Setback
Interior Side Yard Setback (65 LDN contour to SFR)*
Interior Side Yard Setback (north property line to SFR)
Street Side Yard Setback
Maximum Height
Minimum Lot Area
Minimum Lot Width
Lot Coverage

Rural-43
Zoning District
40 ft.
40 ft.
30 ft.
30 ft.
20 ft.
30 ft.
43,560-sq. ft.
145 ft.
25%

Proposed
Standard
40 ft.
40 ft.
5 ft.
14 ft.
20 ft.
30 ft.
43,561-sq. ft.
145 ft.
25%

*65 LDN contour line designated as an Interior Side property line per MCZO Art. 402.2.4

ARS § 11-816.B.2 and MCZO Article 303.2.2 states the Board of Adjustment may, “Allow a
variance from the terms of the ordinance if, owing to peculiar conditions, a strict
interpretation would work an unnecessary hardship and if in granting the variance the
general intent and purposes of the zoning ordinance will be preserved.”
State Statute / County Zoning Ordinance Tests:
14.

Statutory Test -1 Peculiar conditions – Discuss and explain what is/are the peculiar
conditions facing the property and include reference to the Maricopa County Zoning
Ordinance Regulations or Development Standards to be varied. Explain the proposed
use of the property with the variance request. Identify and explain all peculiar conditions
on your property in regard to the following areas: slope, narrowness, shallowness, irregular
shape, location, washes, vegetation, and easements, etc. Explain how enforcement of
the Zoning Regulations or Development Standards would impose a hardship on the
property.
“My wife and I purchased the property Parcel# 503-79-034 on 4/30/2019 in hopes of
building a forever home. We had Architectural drawings and Grade and Drainage plans
completed in April of 2020. We submitted our package into the County for review the first
week of May 2020 and got our review comments back 5/20/2020. The zoning reviewer
implied that there is a Noise contour line going diagonally across our property
approximately 46' from the NW pin south diagonally to 4' north of SE pin as shown on the
Grade and Drainage plan. I don't know how or why this wasn't disclosed in the closing
documents from either the realter or the title company. The seller did not disclose
anything but the 100-year flood zone, the document was marked specifically that it was
not in a noise contour. We are not in the middle of the crash zone or noise zone instead
we are just at the edge of the noise contour. The line runs diagonally across our lot. This
Noise Contour is for the Auxiliary base that is not used and no longer maintained.”

15.

Statutory Test 2 – Unnecessary Hardship – Explain the unnecessary hardship the peculiar
conditions on the site created with respect to existing Regulations and Standards of the
Maricopa County Zoning Ordinance. Please discuss and explain that the unnecessary
hardship facing the property is not self-created in the line of title.
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“My wife and I purchased the property Parcel# 503-79-034 on 4/30/2019 in hopes of
building a forever home. We had Architectural drawings and Grade and Drainage plans
completed in April of 2020. We submitted our package into the County for review the first
week of May 2020 and got our review comments back 5/20/2020. The zoning reviewer
implied that there is a Noise contour line going diagonally across our property
approximately 46' from the NW pin south diagonally to 4' north of SE pin as shown on the
Grade and Drainage plan. I don't know how or why this wasn't disclosed in the closing
documents from either the realter or the title company. The seller did not disclose
anything but the 100-year flood zone, the document was marked specifically that it was
not in a noise contour. We are not in the middle of the crash zone or noise zone instead
we are just at the edge of the noise contour. The line runs diagonally across our lot. This
Noise Contour is for the Auxiliary base that is not used and no longer maintained.”
16.

Statutory Test 3 – General Intent and Purpose of the Zoning Ordinance - Discuss and
explain how the granting of the requested variance would not cause a negative impact
on the general intent and purpose of the Zoning Ordinance.
“If the County/State is looking out for our health and wellbeing I think moving from the
current 80 LDB to the 65 LBD would be an improvement to our lives. We love the sight
and sound of the Jets flying over. There are maps and Google images showing a similar
ranch style neighborhood located 1.5 miles south of our current home that has had at
least 5 new homes built between 2017 and 2020. There are a few more in the prosses of
being built. This neighborhood is closer to Luke AFB and in the 70-75 LDN. I don't
understand why they can build but we cannot.”

17.

Per MCZO – Evidence of the ability and intention of the applicant to proceed with
construction work within 120 days after variance decision by the Board of Adjustment.
Provide evidence of the ability and intention to proceed with construction work within
120 days (4 months) after Board of Adjustment decision. Discuss if there are building
permits or as-built permits currently filed with Planning and Development Department
and the current review status. Specify the permit numbers. If no permits have been filed,
please provide a timeline for building permits submittal and projected timeframe for
construction. Conversely, indicate if the variance requests is/are not related to a specific
development proposal.
“We submitted our package into the County for review the first week of May 2020
(#B202004469) and got our review comments back 5/20/2020. This variance request is
needed to address the review comments and we will complete the building permit and
begin construction as soon as possible.”

Findings:
18.

The applicant has the burden of proving that, in accordance with ARS §11-816.B.2 and
MCZO, Art. 303.2.2, the property is entitled to receive a variance. To do so, the applicant
must present evidence that, due to a peculiar condition related to the land, that being
something that is not a common condition of other properties, applying the requirement
of the MCZO as written to this particular property would work an undue hardship on the
property. In addition, the applicant must demonstrate that the granting of the variance
would preserve the general intent and purpose of the MCZO.
Based upon what the applicant has submitted and the staff analysis in this report, staff
offers the following findings:
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The applicant has demonstrated that there is a peculiar condition facing the property
in that the 65 LDN contour line bisects the subject property making it impossible to
build the proposed SFR without at least one variance for required setback as defined
by the Rural-43 zone development standards. The applicant wishes to place the new
residence a close as possible to the center of the property in part to minimize
externalities to neighboring properties. In order to do so the subject residence needs
to be within the required, 30 ft. Interior Side setback from the 65 LDN contour line and
the north property line.
The applicant has demonstrated applying the requirements of the MCZO to this
property that has this peculiar condition an undue physical hardship exists that
prevents the development of the property in that the 30 ft. required setback from the
LDN 65 contour line is triggered by MCZO Art. 402.2.4, which requires the contour line
to be treated as a property line. However, the intent of prohibition of new residential
construction within the 65 LDN contour would be met even if a 0 ft. setback from it
was enforced, as long as no portion of a new residence is within the 65 LDN contour.
Accordingly, enforcement of an additional 30 ft. of setback from the 65 LDN contour
is unnecessary, exceeds the intent of the prohibition of residential development within
the 65 LDN contour and, therefore, results in an undue burden on the applicant.
The applicant has demonstrated the peculiar condition / physical hardship is not selfcreated in the line of title in that, according to the applicants statement, disclosure
documents provided at the time of purchase of the subject property specifically
identified that no noise contour was present. While this may, perhaps, constitute
grounds for civil action against the previous property owner, the applicant instead
desires to move forward with residential development of this property rather than
dedicating time and resources to pursue potential civil action. Further, the noise
contour was applied by the government post completion of the unregulated land
division of the private property external to control of private property ownership.
The applicant has demonstrated that the general intent and purpose of the MCZO
will be preserved despite the variance because the proposed residential
development of this Rural-43 designated property is possible with the two relatively
minor variances to the required, 30 ft. Interior Side setbacks, which would appear to
result in little or no impact to neighboring properties.

And further, staff offers the Board the following Conditions of Approval:
a) General compliance with the site plan stamped received January 4, 2021.
b) Satisfaction of all applicable Maricopa County Zoning Ordinance requirements,
Drainage Regulations, and Building Safety codes.
Presented by:
Reviewed by:

Sean Watkins, Planner
Darren V. Gérard, AICP, Planning Services Manager

Attachments:

Case Map (1 page)
Application / Supplemental Questionnaire (2 pages)
Narrative (2 pages)
Site Plan (2 pages)
Engineering Comments (1 page)
MCESD Comments (1 page)
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